RIVERSIDE COUNTRY CLUB
CASE STUDY

With MITY, You Can Have it All
CHAIRS THAT LOOK GREAT AND HOLD UP TO YEARS OF HARD USE

OVERVIEW
The Riverside Country Club began as an idea floated by a group of local
businessmen, and their vision became a reality in the spring of 1960. In 2008,
members of the club voted to build a new clubhouse, and the stunning new
facility opened in 2012. The clubhouse boasts 42,000 square feet of dining
facilities, private banquet and meeting rooms, tennis courts, a fitness facility,
a 25-meter lap pool, and a state-of-the-art golf course. Since opening the doors
of the new clubhouse, the country club has done an average of 1.5 to 2 million in
food and beverage business every year, which means they have a large volume
of customers coming through their doors and using their furniture each week.

CHALLENGE
When Riverside opened, the facility purchased low-cost furniture they thought
would suit their needs. But the low-grade furniture didn’t hold up to the daily
use by club members and staff. By 2018, it was clear they needed to do some
remodeling and replace all the furniture in their dining areas. They also needed
some sturdy tables and chairs suitable for hosting outdoor events on their patio.
Although they needed tables that would hold up over years of hard use, those
tables needed to be lightweight and manageable so the staff could safely move,
set up, take down, and store the items without becoming injured.

FEATURED PRODUCTS:
• Holsag – Remy Arm Chairs
• Holsag – Remy Side Chairs
• MityLite – ABS Tables
• MityLite – Classic Chairs
• MityLite – Round Table Bases

SOLUTION
Riverside approached MITY about purchasing new chairs and table bases that
would better suit their needs in the dining area. The Holsag Remy chairs and
MityLite table bases were the perfect fit with the durable construction and
customization options.
In addition, the Riverside Food and Beverage Manager felt MityLite ABS tables
were just what he needed for outdoor events. The tables are incredibly durable
yet lightweight and easy to use so his staff can safely, efficiently, and quickly set
up for events.*
*Not recommended for longterm outdoor use.
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How MITY Made It Easy
With MITY, Riverside was able to customize the fabric and frame finish on the
chairs to fit the décor and MITY provided color swatches to help ensure the
chairs would match. Riverside received a chair sample so the committee in
charge of purchasing could look at the chairs in the space and get a feel for the
weight, comfort, and style. MITY also manufactured 72-inch ABS tables to suit
the customer’s needs.

“I was searching for high quality products that were durable, but easy to
move and set up because we are constantly changing the configurations
in our rooms and on the patio. We need to have furniture that’s not too
lightweight and flimsy, but it can’t be too heavy so my staff can move it
with ease.“
— Mark Davies
Food & Beverage Director

“MITY had a great price and better options for the type of chairs we
wanted. They really adapted to our needs. The warrenty is great and
we have been happy with the chairs.”

Remy Side Chair

Remy Arm Chair
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